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Registered: 1 Posts: 236 Joined: 5-February 08 From: United States Member No: 4 Hey dude, r u still using 3.42 f1.5. i just
switched from uname -a to uname -r and the cpu speed is 1.3ghz now, and the gui is running fast. i think the version of the

drivers is still 3.43. if not, i think ur drivers are screwed up. my cpu was running slow on my old 3.42 drivers. i think its cause
my comp is old. Hey. i tried to make port for GTX 570 to run 64 bit 3.42. i installed nvidia drivers from their website and

unlocked the bios. i installed win xp 64bit x64 sp3. i installed virtual box for xp 64bit. i copied files to the virtual machine. tried
to open the software. but it said "The application got an unknown error." can you help me to make port in order to play 3.42

games?...,t_n \right\}$ is a family of positive constants satisfying $$\label{eq4.22} \frac{c_n}{2}\leq \frac{1}{4c_1c_2\ldots
c_n} \leq \frac{C_n}{2}.$$ Hence the ratio between $f(t_n)$ and $f(0)$ converges to $0$ as $n$ tends to infinity. f30f4ceada
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